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Abstract

Large-scale convection associated with the Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO) initiates over the Indian Ocean and propagates

eastward across the Maritime Continent (MC). Over the MC, MJO events are generally weakened due to complex interactions

between the large-scale MJO and the MC landmass. The MC barrier effect is responsible for the dissipation of 40-50\% of

observed MJO events and is often exaggerated in weather and climate models. We examine how MJO propagation over the

MC is affected by two aspects of the MC - its land-sea contrast and its terrain. To isolate the effects of mountains and land-

sea contrast on MJO propagation, we conduct three high-resolution coupled atmosphere-ocean model experiments: 1) control

simulation (CTRL) of the 2011 November-December MJO event, 2) flattened terrain without MC mountains (FLAT), and 3)

no-land simulation (WATER) in which the MC islands are replaced with 50 m deep ocean. CTRL captures the general properties

of the diurnal cycle of precipitation and MJO propagation across the MC. The WATER simulation produces a more intense and

smoother-propagating MJO compared with that of CTRL. In contrast, the FLAT simulation produces much more convection

and precipitation over land (without mountains) than CTRL, which results in a stronger barrier effect on MJO propagation.

The land-sea contrast induced land-locked convection weakens the MJO’s convective organization. The land-locked convective

systems over land in FLAT are more intense, grow larger, and last longer, which is more detrimental to MJO propagation over

the MC, than the mountains that are present in CTRL.
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Key Points:5

• Land and land-sea contrast weaken the MJO and disrupt its propagation over the6

Maritime Continent.7

• Land-sea contrast of MC islands induces a strong diurnal cycle with strong land-8

locked convection in the afternoon.9

• Mountains are less disruptive to MJO propagation than larger and stronger land-10

locked convective systems that form over land without them.11
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Abstract12

Large-scale convection associated with the Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO) ini-13

tiates over the Indian Ocean and propagates eastward across the Maritime Continent (MC).14

Over the MC, MJO events are generally weakened due to complex interactions between15

the large-scale MJO and the MC landmass. The MC barrier effect is responsible for the16

dissipation of 40-50% of observed MJO events and is often exaggerated in weather and17

climate models. We examine how MJO propagation over the MC is affected by two as-18

pects of the MC - its land-sea contrast and its terrain.19

To isolate the effects of mountains and land-sea contrast on MJO propagation, we20

conduct three high-resolution coupled atmosphere-ocean model experiments: 1) control21

simulation (CTRL) of the 2011 November-December MJO event, 2) flattened terrain with-22

out MC mountains (FLAT), and 3) no-land simulation (WATER) in which the MC is-23

lands are replaced with 50 m deep ocean. CTRL captures the general properties of the24

diurnal cycle of precipitation and MJO propagation across the MC. The WATER sim-25

ulation produces a more intense and smoother-propagating MJO compared with that26

of CTRL. In contrast, the FLAT simulation produces much more convection and pre-27

cipitation over land (without mountains) than CTRL, which results in a stronger bar-28

rier effect on MJO propagation. The land-sea contrast induced land-locked convection29

weakens the MJO’s convective organization. The land-locked convective systems over30

land in FLAT are more intense, grow larger, and last longer, which is more detrimen-31

tal to MJO propagation over the MC, than the mountains that are present in CTRL.32

Plain Language Summary33

An MJO event, which consists of an eastward propagating coupling between large-34

scale convection and precipitation, does not meet much resistance before reaching the35

islands of the Indonesian Maritime Continent. Once it does, its propagation gets disrupted,36

and many MJOs weaken or even completely dissipate over the region. The definitive rea-37

sons behind this behavior have not been established, though many studies point to the38

importance of the land-sea contrast and highly variable terrain within the region. Our39

study investigates the relative effects that terrain and land-sea contrast have on MJO40

propagation with the use of a high-resolution atmosphere-ocean coupled model where41

we first simulate an MJO event with real topography. Then we first flatten the topog-42

raphy and then remove land altogether to see the individual effects of topography and43

air-sea interaction, respectively. Without land, the MJO propagates through the region44

without disruption, so presence of land is detrimental to MJO propagation, and in the45

simulation with real topography, the disruption is smaller with realistic topography. In46

the simulation without mountains, diurnal systems that form over land can grow into47

large-scale systems with their own circulations and compete with the MJO.48
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1 Introduction49

The Maritime Continent (MC) is a unique region of thousands of islands in the trop-50

ical Pacific warm pool with a very dynamic distribution of topography and terrain, and51

one of the main drivers of the global general circulation (Ramage, 1968). It lies at the52

intersection of many scales of atmospheric and oceanic variability, from decadal (El Niño53

- Southern Oscillation), to seasonal (monsoons), intraseasonal (the Madden-Julian Os-54

cillation (MJO), Madden & Julian, 1971, 1972), and some of the strongest diurnal cy-55

cles in the world (Moron et al., 2015). Kikuchi and Wang (2008) classify the DC over56

the MC into the coastal regime under which systems of land- and sea-breezes drive pre-57

cipitation location and intensity, modified by the background circulation, orography, and58

coastline orientation (Abbs & Physick, 1992). Differential solar heating during the day59

induces a sea breeze circulation around islands and precipitation begins to form on the60

coast, then propagate inland from noon to evening; precipitation over the neighboring61

oceans is suppressed (Miller et al., 2003). At night and in the early morning, the land62

breeze, which is associated with weaker precipitation, propagates offshore and suppresses63

precipitation on the coast (Chen & Houze Jr, 1997).64

Numerical models often underestimate the precipitation in this region, in part due65

to a poor representation of the DC of precipitation around the islands (Neale & Slingo,66

2003). Increasing the model resolution reduces the dry bias over the MC and has been67

linked to better-resolved surface conditions and land-sea contrast (Schiemann et al., 2014),68

but models are still too quick to trigger precipitation over land and exaggerate the am-69

plitude of the DC over land compared to what is simulated over water (Lee & Wang, 2021;70

Li et al., 2017; Love et al., 2011).71

The MC acts as an obstacle to the eastward propagation of the MJO from the In-72

dian Ocean toward the western Pacific - its barrier effect is responsible for weakening most73

MJO events that cross the region, and completely dissipating 45-50% of them (Kerns &74

Chen, 2020; C. Zhang & Ling, 2017). Some studies focus on the physical effect related75

to the blocking of flow by topography (e.g., Wu & Hsu, 2009), and its direct consequences76

such as reduced air-sea fluxes over islands compared to the surrounding ocean (Sobel et77

al., 2010; Birch et al., 2016). More studies focus on dynamical barriers to MJO prop-78

agation, such as the westward propagation of dry air that meets the MJO over the MC79

(DeMott et al., 2018; Feng et al., 2015), the Warm Pool Dipole (L. Zhang & Han, 2020),80

and recently, the DC has been identified as an important contributor (e.g., Hagos et al.,81

2016; Ling, Zhang, et al., 2019). The MC barrier effect is exaggerated in most general82

circulation models (Ling, Zhao, & Chen, 2019), leading to a prediction barrier to the MJO.83

As one of the largest sources of tropical intraseasonal predictability, the MJO’s down-84

stream influences cannot be accurately resolved without capturing its propagation (or85

dissipation) over the MC.86

The influence of the MJO on the DC over the MC is clear and can be explained87

by an influx of surface westerly winds which increase convergence, and a large supply88

of moisture that both accompany the active MJO (Lu et al., 2019). Rauniyar and Walsh89

(2011) and Oh et al. (2012) found that during the active phase of the MJO precipita-90

tion over water is increased, but precipitation over land is reduced, and the timing of peak91

precipitation is delayed. The DC of deep convective clouds was found to be amplified92

during active MJO over both land and water (B. Tian et al., 2006), but Peatman et al.93

(2014) show that over the islands of the MC, outgoing longwave radiation is no longer94

a good proxy for precipitation. Peatman et al. (2014) and Sakaeda et al. (2017) also note95

that the strongest DC is seen in the convectively suppressed conditions before the ar-96

rival of active precipitation, when the skies are most cloud-free. All these results show97

that the MJO is carried through the MC over water (C. Zhang & Ling, 2017).98

The influence of the DC on MJO propagation is more difficult to infer, but land99

convection is frequently identified as the main culprit for the MC barrier effect related100
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to the DC. Ling, Zhang, et al. (2019) find that one factor that separates crossing MJOs101

from those that dissipate is a strong increase in the DC ahead of precipitation (as de-102

scribed by Peatman et al., 2014). This increases soil moisture ahead of the MJO and damps103

the land DC during active MJO - more so for crossing MJO events than the ones that104

dissipate. C. Zhang and Ling (2017) come to a similar conclusion in a different manner105

- they suggest that the inhibition of convective development over water could be the rea-106

son behind the barrier effect. The MC barrier effect seems to be strengthened either when107

precipitation over land is strong, or when precipitation over water is weak - or both.108

Most other studies focusing on the MC barrier effect rely on modeling, where pa-109

rameters are changed, and their effects examined. The observations of an enhanced DC110

of precipitation ahead of the active MJO are reproduced in cloud-resolving simulations,111

while topography plays a role in where precipitation develops and varies among islands112

(Wei et al., 2020). Inness and Slingo (2006) find that at low resolution, topography as113

a physical barrier is more important than the presence of islands themselves. But at higher114

resolution, many studies that modify the DC in one way or another find that weaken-115

ing the diurnal cycle over land leads to a weaker barrier to MJO propagation (e.g., Ha-116

gos et al., 2016; Oh et al., 2013; H. Tan et al., 2022; Zhou et al., 2021).117

Though some studies have already performed similar terrain modifications as what118

we show here (H. Tan et al., 2022; Zhou et al., 2021), we go a step further and separate119

the effects of MC topography from the effects of its DC and land-sea contrast and iden-120

tify physical processes through which those impact MJO propagation. The modeling con-121

figuration, MJO tracking, and our unique way of analyzing the DC of precipitation are122

described in Section 2. Section 3 focuses on applying the methods to 20 years of precip-123

itation data to establish baseline differences in the DC of precipitation between MJO and124

non-MJO environments. Section 4 addresses the MJO characteristics, while Section 5125

describes the DC differences between the model simulations and observations. In Sec-126

tion 6, we establish enhanced land-locked convection as a physical mechanism that strongly127

contributes to the weakening of the MJO over the MC. The results are summarized in128

Section 7.129

2 Methods and Data130

2.1 Model Configuration and Simulations131

The atmosphere-ocean coupled model used in this study is the Unified Wave In-132

terface - Coupled Model (UWIN-CM) (Chen et al., 2013; Chen & Curcic, 2016). All sim-133

ulations use the configuration that was described in Savarin and Chen (2022b) which in-134

cludes convection-permitting resolution, atmosphere-ocean coupling, and a modification135

to air-sea flux parameterization to yield a good simulation of the observed MJO event.136

Simulations are initialized at 00Z on 22 November 2011 and integrated in time for 15 days137

(360 hours), ending on 7 December 2011.138

Briefly, the simulations in this study us the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF)139

model v3.6.1 with the Advanced Research (ARW) dynamical core (Skamarock et al., 2008)140

for the atmosphere component, and the Hybrid Coordinate Ocean Model (HYCOM) v2.2.99141

for the ocean (Metzger et al., 2014). The simulated region encompasses the Indian Ocean142

(IO) and Maritime Continent (MC) with three nested domains of 36-, 12-, and 4 km res-143

olution (Fig. 1a); the outer domains use the Tiedtke convective parameterization (C. Zhang144

et al., 2011) and the 4-km domain does not use a convective parameterization. HYCOM145

grid spacing is a uniform 0.08◦. Initial and boundary conditions for the simulations come146

from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecast (ECMWF) operational147

forecast fields for the atmosphere (from CR37R2) and daily mean HYCOM global anal-148

ysis for the ocean (Cummings, 2005; Cummings & Smedstad, 2013). Similar coupled model149

configurations have been successfully used to model the MJO (e.g., Wang et al., 2021).150
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The control simulation (CTRL) has real topography over the MC and is configured151

identically to AO4-FLX in Savarin and Chen (2022b). We then use the same initial and152

boundary conditions for two idealized simulations in which we modify topography and153

bathymetry over the MC to different degrees. In the FLAT experiment, MC topogra-154

phy is flattened to a uniform 10 m elevation, and the land-use category for the flattened155

terrain is changed to evergreen broadleaf forest (Fig. 1b). Using the metgrid program156

provided by the WRF preprocessing system (WPS), atmosphere initial conditions are157

extended to the surface where topography has been modified, and the ocean initial con-158

ditions remain unchanged. In the WATER experiment, MC land is converted to 50 m159

deep ocean (Fig. 1c). The atmosphere initial conditions are the same as in the FLAT160

simulation, but the newly created ocean has no currents, while temperature and salin-161

ity fields are interpolated from the nearby ocean and smoothed - thus the ocean tem-162

peratures, salinities, and SSTs near the MC are smoother than in CTRL and FLAT sim-163

ulations.164

2.2 Data165

Several observational datasets are used to evaluate the model simulations’ perfor-166

mance and to explore the physical processes associated with the MJO and the MC. For167

precipitation, we use the Integrated Multi-satellitE Retrievals for GPM (IMERG) satel-168

lite precipitation estimates (V06B; Huffman, Bolvin, et al., 2019), which are available169

in half-hourly intervals and at a spatial resolution of 0.1◦. 20 years of data (June 2000170

- June 2020) are used for MJO tracking and climatology, but when comparing with model171

simulations, only the 15 days from November 22 - December 7 are considered. In addi-172

tion to precipitation, we also use the Cross-Calibrated Multi-Platform (CCMP) gridded173

surface vector winds (V2.0; Atlas et al., 2011), which are available 6-hourly and at 0.25◦174

spatial resolution. To create a distance-from-coastline reference framework for our anal-175

ysis of the DC over the MC, we use the ETOPO1 dataset, a global relief dataset at a176

spatial resolution of 1 arcminute (NOAA National Geophysical Data Center, 2009).177

2.3 Large-scale Precipitation Tracking of the MJO178

The large-scale precipitation tracking algorithm (LPT, (Kerns & Chen, 2016, 2020))179

is used to track the MJO-associated precipitation in the IMERG dataset. The algorithm180

tracks a spatially smoothed 3-day precipitation accumulation that exceeds a chosen thresh-181

old over an area larger than 3x105 km2. Kerns and Chen (2020) use a 12 mm precipi-182

tation accumulation threshold on 20 years (1998-2018) TRMM 3B42 data and identify183

215 MJO events. Before the application of the algorithm to the IMERG dataset, pre-184

cipitation data is conservatively re-gridded to 0.25◦ spatial and 3-hourly temporal res-185

olution to match that of TRMM 3B42. After precipitation is tracked, additional con-186

straints are used to separate MJO events from other large-scale systems, such as a min-187

imum duration of 7 days, and consistent eastward propagation. In the IMERG dataset,188

the November-December 2011 MJO event remains cohesive and propagates through the189

MC up to a precipitation threshold of 22 mm. When model simulations are compared190

to observations, a threshold of 17 mm is used instead of 12 mm to highlight differences191

between simulations, as the model tends to overproduce precipitation (see Savarin & Chen,192

2022b). At lower thresholds, MJO propagation over the MC can be seen in LPT track-193

ing, but it tends to present as a series of discrete longitude jumps, as the tracking algo-194

rithm attempts to connect distinct areas of precipitation with little overlap.195

2.4 Diurnal Cycle Analysis196

We analyze the diurnal cycle (DC) relative to its distance from coastline, which can197

clearly show us the cycling between land and sea breezes in the MC. The method used198

is illustrated in Fig. 2. We use the 1-arc-minute global relief model dataset, ETOPO1199
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(Amante & Eakins, 2009) to define a land mask (where global relief is above sea level)200

and remove islands and bodies of water smaller than 400 km2 - the modified land mask201

is shown in Fig. 2a. Then the Haversine formula is used to calculate great-circle distances202

from each point to every other point on the globe, and for each point, the distance to203

its nearest coastline is chosen (Fig. 2a). Negative distances denote inland areas, and pos-204

itive distances denote areas offshore. In this study, we focus our attention to the west-205

ern MC (90-120◦E, 10◦S-10◦N), and only data from this region are considered whenever206

the diurnal cycle is analyzed. The number of points in each 25-km distance bin within207

is MC region is shown in Fig. 2b using a spatial resolution of 0.1◦ to match the GPM208

IMERG precipitation dataset.209

To construct diurnal cycle composites, precipitation data is first converted to lo-210

cal solar time (LST), which only depends on longitude and is rounded to the nearest hour.211

The LST offsets inside the MC box range from UTC+6 and 90◦E to UTC+8 at 120◦E.212

Then precipitation data is binned into 25-km bins for the entire data record and aver-213

aged for every LST hour. The resultant distance-from-coastline Hovmöller diagram is214

shown in Fig. 2c for 20 years (June 2000 - June 2020) of IMERG data, and the diurnal215

cycle is repeated twice for completeness. Analysis can then be simplified into a more quan-216

titative line diagram in Fig. 2d, where color represents the amount of precipitation at217

different LST. Displaying the DC in this manner clearly shows the cycling of precipita-218

tion between land and ocean (the alternation between land- and sea-breeze) and adds219

a spatial component to our analysis.220

The method described here can be applied to any field, scalar or vector, regard-221

less of whether it is gridded or not. With the additional calculation of bearing based on222

the Haversine formula, we can obtain the direction from any point to its nearest coast-223

line. This allows us to project vector fields such as surface winds to their across- and along-224

coastline components with trigonometric functions.225

3 Diurnal Cycle of Precipitation in MJO and non-MJO Environments226

We start by examining the impact of the MJO on the DC of precipitation over the227

MC in a climatological sense. LPT tracking is used to separate the MC area (outlined228

in 2a) into two categories: active MJO regions directly inside the convective envelope,229

and the non-MJO regions outside the convective envelope and its 5◦ filtering radius. The230

areas inside the 5◦ filtering radius between the MJO convective envelope and non-MJO231

regions are not considered for this analysis. The DC is then composited for each cate-232

gory and shown in Fig. 3, which shows the Hovmöller diagrams of the DC in active MJO233

and non-MJO environments and their difference (a-c), as well as the more quantitative234

line diagrams of the DC (e-f), and the average precipitation and the DC amplitude be-235

tween the two environments (f), all as a function of distance from coastline.236

Compared to non-MJO environments, the amount of precipitation is strongly in-237

creased during MJO events, which clearly increases the amount of precipitation within238

the DC. However, the precipitation increase is not uniform throughout the course of the239

day, nor is it uniform in its position relative to the coastline. The amount of precipita-240

tion over water is more than doubled during most of the day, with the greatest increase241

in the early morning. Precipitation over land shows a generally lesser increase than over242

water, and it is most prominent in the evening - in the early morning, there are even times243

when the DC is unaffected by the MJO (Fig. 3c).244

These results show that the active MJO increases precipitation over the MC in ac-245

cordance with the DC but shows a clear preference for amplifying precipitation over wa-246

ter. It rains more where it would already be raining, over land in the afternoon, and over247

water in the morning, but the water DC is entirely shifted upward, while the land DC248

is merely amplified. This indicates that the MJO (as defined by precipitation tracking)249
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is largely carried through the MC over water, and that the DC persists even under large-250

scale MJO conditions.251

4 MJO Characteristics in Model Simulations252

To evaluate the relative effects of flattening topography and removing the land and253

its associated DC over the MC, we consider how the MJO is represented in observations254

and our simulations. The large-scale precipitation and surface wind fields for the sim-255

ulations are shown in Fig. 4, Fig. 5 shows time series of precipitation over the MC, Fig.256

6 shows the LPT-tracked MJOs. Fig. 7 summarizes some statistics that help character-257

ize the differences in the MJOs among model simulations.258

The CTRL simulation does a good job at representing the large-scale environment259

of the November-December 2011 MJO event (Chen et al., 2016), as can be seen the Hovmöller260

diagrams of rain rate and surface zonal winds in Fig. 4. The CTRL’s precipitation sig-261

nal is noisier than in observations due to its higher resolution and a high bias in precip-262

itation (see Savarin and Chen (2022b), their AO4-FLX experiment). The post-MJO sup-263

pression in CTRL is not as strong as was observed, but it does propagate through the264

MC, even though the signal is not as smooth as over the IO or in observations (Fig. 4b).265

The surface westerlies associated with the MJO are well reproduced, and they persist266

over the IO after the MJO has propagated east. Flattening MC terrain results in small267

changes in the large-scale environment compared to the CTRL. Over the MC, precip-268

itation seems more scattered and the MJO-associated eastward-propagating precipita-269

tion is more difficult to distinguish until 3 December, where a heavy rainfall event forms270

near 130◦E. Surface westerly winds over the MC are stronger than in CTRL, which can271

be attributed to the removal of topographical barriers. When MC land is removed in the272

WATER simulation, we see a lot more precipitation and a much clearer eastward prop-273

agation associated with MJO convection. After MJO passage, precipitation suppression274

over the IO is stronger than in previous simulations, as are surface westerly winds - this275

is a result of reduced friction over the entire MC.276

Fig. 5 shows time series of MC precipitation averaged over the MC box outlined277

in Fig. 2 for IMERG observations and model simulations. All model simulations repro-278

duce an increase in precipitation associated with the MJO that begins after November279

25, ahead of the MJO centroid entering the region. The WATER simulation produces280

the largest amounts of precipitation, and the most precipitation increase associated with281

the MJO, while simulations containing land produce less of both. This indicates that dur-282

ing MJO passage (the time range during which the MJO centroid is located over the MC283

are outlined with colored horizontal bars on the bottom of Fig. 5), the presence of MC284

land is disruptive to MJO-associated precipitation enhancement.285

These large-scale differences are reflected in LPT-tracked MJOs shown in Fig. 6.286

At the 17 mm precipitation threshold, both the CTRL and FLAT simulations dissipate287

over the MC before the end of the simulation, while the observed and WATER MJOs288

propagate smoothly. The average 24-hour propagation speed in observations is 5.8 m s−1,289

which is closely matched by 5.6 m s−1 in WATER. The propagation speeds of CTRL and290

FLAT MJOs are 3.4 and 3.5 m s−1, respectively, so in addition to dissipating over the291

MC, they are also slower.292

Soon after the CTRL and FLAT MJOs extend into the MC region (after 28 Novem-293

ber), the MJO area begins to shrink, and then remain relatively steady while the MJO294

centroid is still in the IO. After the MJO centroids enter the MC on 2 December (at which295

point more than half of the MJO is over the MC), the CTRL and FLAT MJOs begin296

to quickly dissipate, with the FLAT MJO weakening at a faster rate. The initial reduc-297

tion in MJO size when first entering the MC is also present in observations - but after298

the initial weakening, the observed MJO’s size remains relatively steady until the end299
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of the simulation period. As there is no land present in the WATER simulation, the MJO300

area remains relatively steady throughout the simulation, with some size fluctuations as301

the tracking algorithm picks up some convection over the western Pacific.302

These results show that, as expected, when all obstacles are removed from the MJO’s303

path (such as in WATER), its propagation is smooth, and its precipitation does not weaken.304

Removing mountains alone but keeping islands where they are (as in FLAT) has a much305

smaller impact on MJO propagation (compared to CTRL), and, surprisingly, that im-306

pact acts to weaken the MJO and impede its propagation even further. In the next sec-307

tion, we take a closer look at the diurnal precipitation patterns over the MC and how308

they can disrupt MJO propagation to explain this unexpected result.309

5 Diurnal Cycle of Precipitation310

In this section, we examine the DC of precipitation over the MC (90-120◦E, 10◦S-311

10◦N) for the period from 22 November to 6 December 2011 to evaluate how well the312

DC is represented in CTRL, and how it changes among model simulations. Fig. 8 shows313

the average rain rates over all MC land and ocean points (a, b), and the percentage of314

total rain that falls over them (c) relative to local solar time. To put our 15-day period315

into broader context, observations for the model period are shown in solid colors and bars,316

while the dashed lines and hatched bars show the 20-year IMERG climatology. Unsur-317

prisingly, the amount of precipitation in the 15-day period is higher than the 20-year av-318

erages at all times of day. This is due to two factors: first, we are considering a shorter319

period, so extreme rain rates would contribute more strongly to the average, and sec-320

ond, the 15-day model period contains an MJO event, which increases the amount of pre-321

cipitation over the MC - especially over water (Fig. 3). The signature of the MJO can322

be inferred from the fact that at any time of day, the portion of precipitation that falls323

over water is greater in the 15-day composite than in the 20-year one (Fig. 8c). Apart324

from the difference in magnitude, the 15-day, and the 20-year DC composites over land325

and water have the same characteristic timing, indicating that the method we use for326

analyzing the DC is appropriate even for such short time periods.327

We noted previously that both the CTRL and FLAT simulations tend to overpro-328

duce precipitation (Fig. 4), but when considering only precipitation over the MC ocean329

points (Fig. 8b), the average rain rates in model simulations accurately reproduce IMERG330

observations both in intensity and timing of precipitation extrema. In the WATER sim-331

ulation, the amount of precipitation over water is higher over the course of the day, and332

closer to the DC we would see over open ocean, with smaller amplitude and a precip-333

itation maximum slightly earlier in the day (Nesbitt & Zipser, 2003). Over MC land, the334

timing of the diurnal precipitation extrema still matches that of observations, but the335

precipitation intensity is consistently exaggerated (Fig. 8a), which results in proportion-336

ally more rain falling over land. The land-sea contrast present in observations and CTRL337

and FLAT simulations results in land-locked convection in the afternoon, with convec-338

tive systems that are much more intense than what we see over water.339

The separation of land and water points for the DC of precipitation in Fig. 8 shows340

that in model simulations, convection over land is more intense in than in observations,341

with a slightly lower-intensity and longer-lasting precipitation peak in FLAT. However,342

this way of looking at land and sea precipitation obscures the changes in precipitation343

patterns over land that arise from imposed terrain modifications. To investigate those,344

Fig. 9 shows distance-from-coastline relative Hovmöller diagrams of rain rate for the 15-345

day period in observations and CTRL and FLAT simulations (top), and their 15-day com-346

posites (bottom). Seen in this manner, we can note that flattening MC terrain results347

in changes in the location of precipitation, as well as in precipitation frequency.348
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Compared to observations, the DC of precipitation in CTRL is stronger and more349

regular, with sea breeze precipitation propagating far inland on most afternoons while350

observations show more day-to-day variability. As inferred from Fig. 8, the amount of351

precipitation over land is exaggerated by up to 80% while the amount of precipitation352

over water is simulated more accurately (Fig. 9e); therefore, the precipitation in the model353

is more land-dominated than in observations.354

Flattening terrain results in precipitation pattern changes that can be separated355

into two regions over land: the near-coastal region (within 100 km inland), and the far-356

inland region (more than 200 km inland). In the near-coastal region, the FLAT DC is357

diminished but remains regular while in the far-inland region, it is strongly amplified in358

intensity but reduced in frequency. Near the coast, the reduction in peak precipitation359

is due to two effects - concurrent effects of sea- and valley-breezes that amplify onshore360

flow in the early afternoon, and mountains near the coast (along the west coast of Suma-361

tra) that both act to amplify precipitation in CTRL but not in FLAT. But the more in-362

teresting changes are happening far inland, where sea breezes from different sides of is-363

lands (mainly Borneo) in FLAT converge and grow into organized mesoscale convective364

systems that are more intense, larger, and last longer than in CTRL. Outside of MJO365

conditions (before 29 November), these systems persist into the next morning and sup-366

press precipitation for the rest of the day, creating a two-day cycle. During active MJO,367

the increased moisture supply means that these large systems are formed every day. In368

a 15-day composite from the FLAT simulation (Fig. 9f), inland precipitation peaks are369

significantly stronger than in CTRL even though they occur less frequently.370

To summarize, these results show that model simulations with land-sea contrast371

simulate the DC over MC water accurately, but show more, and more intense land-locked372

convection in the afternoon. When terrain is flattened, we see the coastal sea-breeze pre-373

cipitation is diminished in amplitude, but a convergence of sea-breezes from all around374

islands, which are no longer disrupted by terrain, results in an amplification of convec-375

tion far inland. In the next section, we focus on the differences in convective systems that376

arise from modifying MC terrain.377

6 Land-Locked Convection and Suppression of MJO Precipitation over378

Water379

In this section, we take a closer look at the differences in land-locked convection380

between the CTRL and FLAT simulations. As noted previously, the FLAT simulation381

produces inland convective systems that are more intense, larger, and longer-lasting than382

in the CTRL simulation (Fig. 9, where mountains disrupt the convergence of sea breezes383

from different sides of the island. In Fig. 10, we show an example of the evolution of one384

such convective system in the FLAT simulation that developed overnight between 26 and385

27 November. Fig. 11 demonstrates that the case shown in Fig. 10 is not unique, and386

the associated patterns of low-level convergence and moisture supply are illustrated in387

Fig. 12.388

The evolution of sea-breeze fronts into a large MCS in the FLAT simulation in Fig.389

10 shows precipitation and surface wind maps (left) and vertical cross-sections of hydrom-390

eteor mixing ratio to indicate clouds (dotted in black), potential temperature anomaly391

(shaded in color) from the previous hour, and zonal and vertical wind components (right).392

The vertical cross-sections are plotted with longitude and averaged between 1◦S and the393

equator, and the vertical winds have been multiplied by a factor of 10 for better visibil-394

ity. The three rows of figures correspond to three different times, one in the early stage395

of MCS development (21-22 LST on 26 November), when convection is beginning to con-396

verge inland, along the south-east coast of Borneo (top), one in the mature stage (00-397

01 LST on 27 November) when convection is organized on a very large scale (middle),398

and one in the dissipating stage (05-06 LST on 27 November), when convection is dis-399
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sipating in this region, but intense precipitation has migrated to the north and west (bot-400

tom).401

The evolution of the convective system in Fig. 10 indicates that in the FLAT sim-402

ulation, a large, organized, and robust mesoscale convective system (MCS) and its as-403

sociated circulation develop and propagate over Borneo. During the early stage, the sys-404

tem is just beginning to propagate and develop inside the averaging box near 115◦E (Fig.405

10a). There is some upward motion, and a weak warm anomaly is beginning to develop406

in the mid-troposphere, coincident with where clouds are present (Fig. 10d). Three hours407

later, the system has matured and is more than 200 km across, with strong updrafts and408

strong mid- and upper-tropospheric heating, indicating that the MCS is beginning to409

develop its own circulation and a broad upper-level region of stratiform clouds (Fig. 10b,410

e). The presence of a deep inflow layer we can see in Fig. 10e is associated with mature411

MCSs, where large regions of stratiform clouds and precipitation are likely present, and412

has been numerically shown by Mechem et al. (2002). Five hours later, the system has413

grown to over 300 km across and precipitation is dissipating inside the averaging box as414

the system is propagating away from it. There is subsidence from the mid-troposphere,415

and warming has moved closer to the surface, while upper levels begin to cool (Fig. 10c,416

f).417

To show that the development of the MCS described in Fig. 10 is not a singular418

occurrence but a systematic difference between CTRL and flat simulations, we take the419

five most intense convective events that occur far inland and compare the results between420

the simulations. The five most intense events are determined based on average rainfall421

rate more than 200 km inland and marked with starts next to the Hovmöller diagrams422

in Fig. 9. Fig. 11 shows the time series of far-inland rain rate (top), with the highlighted423

intense convective events and the rain rate thresholds that need to be exceeded for each424

simulation. The thresholds have been chosen so that they result in the same number of425

hours within the simulation during which the threshold is exceeded. A rain rate thresh-426

old of 3.6 mm hr−1 in FLAT results in 20 hours separated between 5 convective events,427

while the same number of hours and convective events are identified with a threshold of428

2.2 mm hr−1 in CTRL - the convective events are over 60% more intense in FLAT. The429

precipitation for the highlighted times is composited together for the CTRL and FLAT430

simulations (Fig. 11b, c), and their difference is shown in Fig. 11d, with red colors in-431

dicating where rain rates are higher in FLAT than in CTRL.432

Large land-locked convective events in the FLAT simulation are spread over larger433

and more central areas of islands, and that the precipitation that occurs in them is more434

intense when compared to the systems that develop in CTRL. These large MCSs sup-435

press precipitation over the surrounding waters (brown shading in Fig. 10) where the436

MJO is attempting to enhance precipitation around the same time of day. In FLAT, the437

larger and more intense MCSs can develop because there is no terrain disrupting the con-438

vergence of sea breezes from different sides of the islands, and there are no mountains439

forcing upward motion in specific locations.440

The systematic differences in precipitation patterns between CTRL and FLAT are441

also evident in the accompanying patterns of low-level convergence and water vapor sup-442

ply shown in Fig. 12. The compositing is done in the same manner as for precipitation443

in Fig. 11, and we can see that most of Borneo is covered in large-scale convergence in444

the FLAT simulation (Fig. 12c). In CTRL, the convergence region is smaller and less445

contiguous, and we also see the signature pattern of elevated topography, with dipoles446

of convergence and divergence in the north of the island (Fig. 12a). The convergence and447

water vapor mixing ratio shown are averages for a layer that spans between 1000 and448

700 hPa, indicating that the low-level convergence is not confined solely to the bound-449

ary layer, which implies a presence of mature MCSs and elevated mid-level moisture (Mechem450

et al., 2002). But the sharper difference is evident when looking at low-level moisture451

availability - due to elevated terrain in CTRL, large areas of Borneo show much lower452
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water vapor content near the surface than in FLAT (Fig. 12b, d). In fact, the during the453

most intense convective events, low-level convergence in FLAT is 58% higher than in CTRL,454

and the low-level water vapor shows a 3% increase, indicating that convection mainly455

grows due to increased and widespread convergence. Fig. 12 explains why convective sys-456

tems can grow larger and stronger in FLAT in a physical sense - the collocation of low-457

level convergence and moisture supply can support precipitation. In CTRL, though we458

see large areas of convergence, the moisture supply is lower, so the systems can only grow459

in a limited capacity.460

These effects can be seen in the differences between the composite DC in the CTRL461

and FLAT simulations separated into the MJO and non-MJO environments shown in462

Fig. 13, following the same method as in Section 3. We can clearly see the amplified en-463

hancement of far-inland convection in the early morning on the FLAT simulation, while464

far-inland convection is slightly suppressed by the MJO in CTRL. At the same time, the465

enhancement of precipitation over water in MJO environments is smaller in FLAT than466

in CTRL, indicating that the mountains in CTRL present a physical barrier to MJO flow,467

but they also disrupt the large-scale organization of convection due to convergence of mul-468

tiple sea breeze fronts. The resulting MCSs that develop over land in CTRL occur on469

a smaller scale - which is still disruptive to the MJO, but to a lesser extent. So, in a way,470

mountains can help the MJO propagate across the MC by disrupting the large convec-471

tive systems that would develop in their absence.472

7 Summary and Conclusions473

This study investigates the MC barrier effects to MJO propagation through a sys-474

tematic analysis of the impacts of MC terrain and land-sea contrast. Three atmosphere-475

ocean coupled simulations at convection-permitting resolution are conducted to evalu-476

ate the responses in MJO evolution and eastward propagation to changes in MC topog-477

raphy.478

The main results can be summarized as follows:479

1. Land and land-sea contrast weaken the MJO and disrupt its propagation over the480

Maritime Continent.481

2. Land-sea contrast of MC islands induces a strong diurnal cycle with strong land-482

locked convection in the afternoon.483

3. Mountains are less disruptive to MJO propagation than the larger and stronger484

land-locked convective systems that form over land without them.485

When MC land is removed and replaced by shallow ocean (the WATER simula-486

tion), the MJO moves across the region as a smoothly-propagating, coherent area of large-487

scale precipitation that does not weaken in the process. When islands are present, with488

or without mountainous terrain, the MJOs over the MC are first reduced in area, and489

eventually dissipate over the region. This indicates that the presence of land and the land-490

sea contrast induced by it act to weaken the MJO during its propagation over the re-491

gion (Figs. 4, 6, 7). This was an expected result, and it agrees with previous studies show-492

ing that once an MJO enters the MC, it is frequently weakened, and its structure altered493

by land interactions (e.g., Burleyson et al., 2018; Hagos et al., 2016; C. Zhang & Ling,494

2017).495

As land is introduced into the MC without terrain (FLAT simulation), it results496

in the addition of a DC that follows the pattern of the coastal regime described in Kikuchi497

and Wang (2008). This regime experiences an alternating diurnal pattern characterized498

by offshore phase propagation with peak precipitation occurring in late evening and early499

morning (the land breeze; Fig. 8b), and onshore phase propagation with more intense500

peak precipitation in the afternoon (the sea breeze; Fig. 8a). The resulting convective501
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systems over land can be separated into two types. The near-coastal convection that is502

directly forced by sea-breezes (and the background flow) is present on each day of the503

model simulation. The far-inland convection that is forced by the convergence of mul-504

tiple sea breezes (and the background flow) is present on each day during active MJO505

conditions, but only occurs every other day before MJO arrival (Fig. 9c). The far-inland506

sea breeze convergence results in the formation of very large organized MCSs that de-507

velop their own circulation, produce heavy-precipitation, and last well into the morn-508

ing hours (Figs. 9c, 10). The long-lasting systems then suppress the far-inland convec-509

tion on the following day (when there is no MJO) due to reductions in mid-upper-level510

moisture and insolation-induced surface heating. During active MJO conditions, the in-511

tense far-inland MCSs are triggered every day due to increased background moisture and512

upward vertical velocity.513

The large daily MCSs that form far inland in the FLAT simulation last into the514

next morning, suppressing precipitation that is supposed to be initiating over coastal wa-515

ters at the same time due to the land breeze. The early morning is also the time dur-516

ing which, climatologically, the MJO tends to most enhance precipitation over water, and517

this local suppression works against that. Therefore, the large land-locked MCSs that518

develop in the later afternoon and persist until morning reduce the precipitation enhance-519

ment over water that happens due to the MJO (Fig. 13c) and result in a weakened MJO520

with a discontinuous propagation across the MC (Figs. 6c, 7)521

The mountainous terrain added in CTRL provides a disruption to the FLAT DC522

that results in a change in diurnal precipitation patterns. Compared to FLAT, the amount523

of precipitation falling over land is increased in CTRL (Fig. 8a), but it is distributed in524

smaller systems that are less disruptive to the MJO. The amplitude of the DC near the525

coastline, both of land and water) is increased (Fig. 9e) while the systems that develop526

far inland are smaller in area and less intense (Fig. 11). The low-level convergence as-527

sociated with these systems is much weaker than in FLAT due to flow disruption by moun-528

tains, and as they cannot grow as large, they induce less suppression to precipitation de-529

veloping over nearby waters (Figs. 12, 13a, b).530

Compared to FLAT, the MJO propagation in CTRL is smoother contains more pre-531

cipitation, and dissipates later (Figs. 6b, 7). This implies that considering that the land-532

sea contrast is disruptive to the MJO, mountains act to reduce the disruption to MJO533

propagation, because they disrupt the even-stronger MCSs that would develop in their534

absence.535

8 Discussion536

Our results show that the active MJO in IMERG observations increases the amount537

of precipitation throughout the MC, and thus increases the amplitude of the DC over538

both land and water (Fig. 3), though the increase over water is dominant. These results539

disagree with previous studies on the subject, which found that while the amplitude of540

the DC over water is increased by an active MJO, the amount of precipitation over land541

is reduced (Oh et al., 2012; Rauniyar & Walsh, 2011). We believe the reason for this dis-542

crepancy lies in the methodology of MJO and DC identification. Most other studies of543

the MJO identify events based on the Real-Time Multivariate MJO Index (RMM, Wheeler544

& Hendon, 2004), or similar indices based on global anomaly fields. Our MJO identi-545

fication method relies on large-scale precipitation tracking (LPT), which directly tracks546

MJO precipitation, and only considers the points that lie inside the MJO convective en-547

velope as active, so that at any one time, parts of the MC can be inside the MJO, while548

other parts are not.549

Our results also disagree with the earlier study by (Inness & Slingo, 2006) which550

finds that it is the mountains, and not the presence of islands, that blocks MJO prop-551
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agation through the MC. However, their model simulations were performed at very low552

resolution (2.5◦ x 3.75◦), and many studies have shown that increasing resolution helps553

with the representation of the MJO (Love et al., 2011; Savarin & Chen, 2022a), so their554

findings could be attributed to something other than the barrier effect of the MC.555

A similar set of convection-permitting simulations with real and flattened topog-556

raphy was performed by H. Tan et al. (2022) and by Zhou et al. (2021), both without557

dynamic atmosphere-ocean coupling and for two different MJO events. H. Tan et al. (2022)558

find similar high biases in the DC of land precipitation that are characteristic of our sim-559

ulations, but also show a low bias in the amplitude of the DC over water, indicating that560

air-sea coupling could be an important contributor to the variability of precipitation over561

water. Their results generally agree with our study in that when topography is removed,562

the peak precipitation over land is reduced, but tapers off more slowly than when topog-563

raphy is present (e.g., Fig. 8a). Though their analysis focuses on different aspects of the564

DC, the fact that they find similar differences in their simulations makes the results of565

our study more robust.566

We recognize that the afternoon peak land-locked convection in our coupled model567

simulations is higher than indicated by IMERG observations (Fig. 8a), though it is un-568

clear whether the land precipitation bias is as large as it appears. Previous studies have569

found the resolution of IMERG to be high enough to accurately represent the DC of pre-570

cipitation (e.g., J. Tan et al., 2019), and our results qualitatively compare well with pre-571

cipitation radar studies in the region from the TRMM era (e.g., Biasutti et al., 2012).572

But the accuracy of hourly IMERG precipitation retrievals over the MC region’s sharp573

land-sea contrast areas and dynamic terrain has not yet been thoroughly evaluated. Some574

evaluation studies indicate that IMERG tends to underestimate precipitation associated575

with tropical cyclone precipitation over the United States (e.g., Mazza & Chen, 2022;576

F. Tian et al., 2018), while a study by Hayden and Liu (2021) showed both regional under-577

and over-estimates in the tropics. In addition, many modeling studies performed at higher578

resolutions show a high bias in land convection over the MC; at lower resolutions, the579

timing of the DC as well as its amplitude are frequently misrepresented (e.g., Love et580

al., 2011; Watters et al., 2021).581

Though this study only contains model simulations of a single (though well-observed)582

MJO event, our findings have large implications for numerical modeling of the MJO and583

its propagation over the MC. Specifically, we expose the role of mountainous and diverse584

terrain over the MC as important to disrupting the formation of very large MCSs over585

land that could act to obstruct MJO propagation. In models run with low-resolution ter-586

rain (such as in climate simulations), MC mountains would appear smoother and flat-587

ter, and their effects on the DC would be smaller. Based on the results of this study, they588

would provide a lesser disruption to the formation of large land-locked MCSs, and, con-589

sequently, they would provide a greater barrier to MJO propagation over the MC.590

Open Research591

The datasets used in this study include the high-resolution global terrain model592

(ETOPO1; NOAA National Geophysical Data Center, 2009), the Global Precipitation593

Measurement’s Integrated Multi-satellite Retrievals (IMERG; Huffman, Stocker, et al.,594

2019), and the Cross-calibrated Multi-platform gridded surface vector winds (CCMP;595

Wentz et al., 2015). UWIN-CM (the Unified Wave Interface - Coupled Model) was used596

to run the simulations, and is described in Section 2.1 as well as in previous studies such597

as Savarin and Chen (2022b). The modeling software is available upon request. The large-598

scale precipitation tracking algorithm for MJO identification is available at https://599

github.com/brandonwkerns/lpt-python-public.git. Data processing and visualiza-600

tion were done in Python v3.6.601
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Figure 1. Domain configuration and relief in model simulations. a) CTRL topography (m)

and initial time SST (◦C); b) FLAT topography and bathymetry (m); and c) WATER topog-

raphy and bathymetry (m). Black rectangles in a) show the boundaries of nested domains the

atmosphere.
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Figure 2. Illustration of DC analysis. a) Distance from coastline over the MC (km, negative

distances are over land), with the outlined MC area where the DC is analyzed; b) number of

points in each 25-km distance bin inside the MC box; c) distance from coastline Hovmöller com-

posite of 2000-2020 IMERG rain rate DC (mm day−1), repeated twice; d) quantitative composite

of the IMERG rain rate DC (mm day−1), with color representing LST.
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Figure 3. 20-year IMERG DC composites in a, d) MJO and b, e) non-MJO environments and

c, f) MJO - non-MJO DC composite differences. The color bar in a) and b) is the same as in 2c

up to 20 mm day−1 for easy comparison, and new colors have been added for rain rates above 20

mm day−1. In f), the solid lines show the amplitude of the DC composite, and the dashed lines

show the average value of the DC composite, red for areas inside the MJO convective envelope,

and black for areas outside the envelope and its 5◦ filtering area. The percentages of in the top

right corner of a) and b) denote the percentage of time that the MC experiences MJO and non-

MJO environments, respectively. The remaining 6% is the area outside the MJO but inside the

5◦ filtering area.
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Figure 4. 5◦S - 5◦N Hovmöller diagrams of rain rate (left, mm hr−1) and surface zonal wind

(right, m s−1) in observations and model simulations. The products are ordered from top to bot-

tom as follows: observations (IMERG precipitation and CCMP surface winds), CTRL, FLAT,

and WATER simulations. The vertical line at 100◦E denotes the separation of the IO and MC.

CTRL simulation contains real topography, which is flattened over the MC in FLAT, and com-

pletely removed in WATER experiments.
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Figure 5. Time series of average rain rates over the MC (90-120◦E, 10◦S-10◦N). Thick lines

show the 24-hour running mean of hourly precipitation. The horizontal bars indicate the time

during which the MJO centroid is over the MC. Observations are from IMERG; CTRL simu-

lation (orange) contains real topography, which is flattened over the MC in FLAT (green), and

completely removed in WATER experiments (blue).
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Figure 6. LPT tracking of the MJO convective envelope in a) IMERG observations, b)

CTRL, c) FLAT, and d) WATER simulations at the 17 mm precipitation accumulation thresh-

old. The colors represent the MJO convective area at a given time. CTRL simulation contains

real topography, which is flattened over the MC in FLAT, and completely removed in WATER

experiments. Observations (black) are from tracking IMERG precipitation at a 17 mm thresh-

old. CTRL simulation contains real topography, which is flattened over the MC in FLAT, and

completely removed in WATER experiments.
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Figure 7. MJO tracking summary with time. a) Location of the MJO centroid (solid lines)

and its trailing and leading edges (dashed lines), b) MJO area (x106 km2), and c) the portion of

MC inside the MJO (%). The MC area is defined from 90-120◦E, 10◦S-10◦N as in Fig. 2a. The

vertical line at 100◦E in a) denotes the separation between the IO and MC. Observations are

from IMERG; CTRL simulation (orange) contains real topography, which is flattened over the

MC in FLAT (green), and completely removed in WATER experiments (blue).
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Figure 8. DC of precipitation over the MC. The DC is shown over a) land points and b)

ocean points; c) percentage of total precipitation over the MC that falls over land (left axis), or

water (right axis). The dashed black lines show the 20-year composite DC, while the solid black

lines are only for the period of the model simulation. The DC is only composited over the MC

area outlined in 2a. Observations are from IMERG; CTRL simulation (orange) contains real to-

pography, which is flattened over the MC in FLAT (green), and completely removed in WATER

experiments (blue).
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Figure 9. Distance-from-coastline DC composites. Top: hovmöller diagrams of rain rate

(mm day−1) with LST for a) IMERG observations, b) CTRL, and c) FLAT simulations. Bot-

tom: quantitative 15-day composite DC of rain rate (mm day−1) for d) IMERG observations, e)

CTRL, and f) FLAT simulations. The arrows on the right edge of Hovmöller diagrams denote

the times during which the MJO centroid is located over the MC (between 90 and 120◦E). The

stars on the left indicate the five most intense convective events that occurred more than 200 km

inland (see Fig. 11). Observations are from IMERG; CTRL simulation contains real topography,

which is flattened over the MC in the FLAT experiment.
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Figure 10. Evolution of a large, long-lasting mesoscale convective system in the FLAT simu-

lation (flattened topography over the MC). Left: 3-hourly averaged precipitation (mm hr−1), 10

m winds over land (vectors), and 500 hPa downward vertical velocity over water (brown shading)

centered on 26 November at a) 14Z (21-22 LST), b) 17Z (00-01 LST on Nov 27), and c) 22Z

(05-06 LST on Nov 27). Right: 1◦S-0◦ averaged vertical cross-sections of zonal and vertical winds

(arrows), potential temperature change from the previous hour (K hr−1 ; red-blue shading), and

cloud area approximated by hydrometeor content (black hatching) for the corresponding times.

Vertical velocity is multiplied by 10 to emphasize the pattern, and red and blue contours outline

a temperature change of 0.25 K hr−1.
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Figure 11. Comparison of inland convective systems in CTRL and FLAT simulations. a)

Time series (in LST) of rain rate (mm hr−1) averaged over land areas greater than 200 km from

the coast, highlighting the five most intense convective events for each simulation. b, c) Rain

rate (mm hr−1) composites of the five intense convective events in CTRL and FLAT simulations,

respectively. d) The difference in precipitation (mm hr−1) associated with intense convective

events between FLAT and CTRL simulations. CTRL contains real topography, while in FLAT,

topography over the MC is flattened to sea level.
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Figure 12. Comparison of 1000-700 hPa divergence (s−1, left) and water vapor mixing ratio

(g kg−1, right) in the CTRL (top) and FLAT (bottom) simulations. The comparison is made

using the five most intense convective events for each simulation, as defined in Fig. 11. The num-

bers at the bottom right indicate regional averages of the depicted fields. CTRL contains real

topography, while in FLAT, topography over the MC is flattened to sea level.
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Figure 13. Comparison of DC composites for the CTRL (real topography, top) and FLAT

(flattened topography over the MC, bottom) simulations under MJO (left) and non-MJO en-

vironments (right). The MJO and non-MJO environments are defined as in Section 3 and Fig.

3.
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